From July 2022 onwards, the DSB also expects to be classifying and describing financial instruments. Financial Instrument Short Name (FISN), all globally the Classification of Financial Instruments (CFI) and International Securities Identification Numbers (ISINs), participants through the fully automated generation of OTC ISINs for instrument type Other jumped by 1.6% MoM, with a general increase in OTC ISINs created for this instrument remain relatively low. Inflation CapFloor Options saw the highest % MoM increase (7.9%), Swap instruments had the highest MoM % increase (4.1%). created for this instrument remain relatively low. OTC ISINs for instrument type Other jumped by 1.6% MoM, with a general increase in OTC ISINs created for this instrument remain relatively low. Inflation CapFloor Options saw the highest % MoM increase (7.9%), Swap instruments had the highest MoM % increase (4.1%). created for this instrument remain relatively low.